Protecting Your Business Now and in the Future

Is Your Organization at Risk?

- Vacant Facilities
- Reduced Guard Force
- Increased Crime
- Overwhelmed IT Department
- Cameras Not Recording
- Access Control Failures
- Security Device Status Unknown
- Not Enough Oversight
- Missing Video Evidence

REAL-TIME THREAT DETECTION AND RESPONSE

DISCOVER
Organizational risks with Device Monitoring and hourly Camera Patrols

DETECT
Security device performance issues checking every 60 seconds and receive motion-based alerts for vacant facilities

DISPATCH
Service Technician, Onsite Guard Force, or Law Enforcement

WE’LL KEEP ON EYE ON EVERYTHING

MANAGED SERVICE OPTIONS

WATCH - 24/7 Live Device Monitoring
- Device Health Checks – Every 60 Seconds
- Monitor Multi-Location Security Network
- SMART Dashboard with Geomap
- Remote Restart Windows Services
- Dispatch Service

WATCH PATROL - Remote Camera Patrols
- Hourly Patrol Through All Cameras
- Receive Motion-Based Alerts for Vacant Facilities
- Dispatch Law Enforcement / Guard

Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly Reports Provided With All Services